
Avian Bowl Questions 2009*Breeds, Varieties and Strains pp.77-80 
           Questions 1-31 Continental Class 
           Questions 32-63 ASOB Class 
1) Name 2 breeds of the Continental Class 
Hamburgs, 
Campines,Lakenvelders,Polish,Houdans,Faverolles,Crevecoeurs,La Fleche 
2) The breed is Hamburg, how many varieties are there of this breed? 
          6 
3)Campines have 2 varieties, name them. 
        Golden and Silver.  
4)Crevecoeurs are listed as duel purpose, true or false? 
        False. 
5) Name the breed that has a pair of spikes in place of a conventional comb. 
        La Fleche 
6)Hamburg’s carry a German name but originated in what country? 
      Holland 
7) What is the standard weigh of the Hamburg cock? 
         5 Lbs. 
8) This breed originated in Belgium and is considered non-broody. Name the 
breed. 
   Campines 
9) Name 2 breeds in the Continental class that have 5 toes. 
       Houdans and Faverolles 
10) The Crevecoeur and the LaFleche are what color? 
          Black 
11) What is the standard weigh of the Golden Penciled Hamburg cockeral? 
            4 Lbs. 
12) This breed is fairly small, closely feathered with solid-colored hackles 
and barred bodies. Name the breed. 
                     Campine 
13) Spell Lakenvelder 
14) What are 2 varieties of the Houdan? 
        Mottled and White 
15) What color eggs do Houdans lay? 
             White 
16) This breed may possess a beard; crest and muffs. They are small tightly 
feathered birds. Name the breed 
            Polish 
17) This breed is active and flighty, wild in nature; they are capable of flying 
long distances. What breed is this?            Hamburg 



18) What breed is best known for its color pattern of black tail and white 
body? 
       Lakenvelder 
19) What is the skin color of the Bearded White Polish? 
               White 
20) This breed has rectangular bodies; set on fairly short legs. It has 2 
varieties of color. Name the varieties and breed. 
Houdans,,,,Mottles and White 
21) Name 4varieties of the Polish breed. 
White Crested Black,Non-Beareded Golden,Non-Beared Silver,Non-Beared 
White,Non-Beared Buff Lace,Bearded Golden,Bearded Silver,Golden and 
Buff Lace. 
23) This breed originated in France where they were known to be enjoyed as 
a high-class table fowl. 
Houdans 
24) Spell Faverolle 
25) Because of a 5th toe, the Houdans chicks will often walk with a skipping 
gait. True or False? 
        True 
26) What is the reason that the large crested breeds can be easily frightened? 
         Their crests restrict vision and cause them to be easily frightened. 
27) What is another problem of the crested breeds in winter? 
     Water causes the crests to freeze, and extra space is required , along with 
extra waters and feeders 
28)3 breeds are listed as strictly ornamental fowl. Name 2 of them 
     Crevecoeurs,LaFleche and Polish 
29) What breed in the Continental Class has feathered legs and feet, medium 
size and fairly loosely feathered? 
       Faverolles 
30) What is the standard weigh of the Polish Hen? 
             4 ½ Lbs. 
31) Standard weigh of a Houdan pullet is 6 Lbs. True or false? 
         False,,,it is 5 ½ 
32) What breed list the standard weigh of a pullet at 3 ½ Lbs.? 
      Hamburg, Old English games and Sumatras 
33) Name 3 varieties of the Old English Games 
Brown Red, Golden Duckwing, Red Pyle, White ,Black, Spangled, 
BlackBreasted Red 
34) What is the egg shell color of the Malay breed? 
Brown 



35) Moderns originated from where? 
       Great Britain 
36) What breed has a genetic modification that can easily be introduced into 
any population of chickens? 
 Frizzles. 
37) Describe the genetic condition of the frizzling feathers. 
The feather curl back toward the birds’ head, instead of lying naturally, 
pointing toward the tail. 
38) A hardy breed, developed in Cuba, resembling a Sumatra in shape is 
what breed? 
    Cubalayas 
39) This breed comes from Turkey, it is strictly ornamental, with a large 
crest, muffs and beard, combined with profuse feathering of the feet and 
legs. Name the breed 
      Sultan 
40) This breed were discovered in South America,they are known for the 
blue or greenish eggs they lay. Name the breed 
       Araucanas 
41) Malays are very tall, and appear bold. They are known for the softness 
of their feathers. True or false? 
            False. They are a hard feathered bird 
42) Define the word*Dubbing* 
The comb and wattles are removed (by cutting) 
43) Name 2 breeds are dubbed. 
           Old English and Moderns 
44) What breed has multiple spurs on each leg and dark purple faces? 
                    Sumatras 
45) This breed has been crossed with other chickens so much that their 
characteristics of size, shape, etc, was dispersed. This breed was discovered 
in South America. 
       Araucanas 
46) The Turkens sometimes goes by another name .What is that name? 
 The Transylvania Naked Neck 
47) What is the reason for the turkens unusual arrangement of feather-
growing tracts over its body? 
            It is the result of a single gene that affects the arrangement of the 
feathers 
48) What is the standard weight of the Sumatra hen?         4 Lbs. 
49) The standard weight of the Malay Cock is 9 pounds, True or false? 
           True 



50) This breed is associated with England but heritage is world wide. What 
breed is this? 
        Old English  
51) This breed has a reduced number of feathers on their bodies and should 
be protected from extreme cold .What breed is this? 
          Turken 
52) Give 3 characteristics of the Sumatra 
  Long tails, tails appear to be drooping, multiple spurs on each leg, dark 
purple faces, greenish luster on their black plumage 
53) This breed is thought to look cruel because of their projecting eyebrows. 
Name this breed. 
                  Malays 
54) Breed developed in Great Britain they, have long legs and long necks. 
What breed is this? 
    Modern Games 
55) Spell Araucanas 
56) Malays skin color is white. True or false? 
    False. It is yellow 
57) What breed resembles the old jungle fowl in appearance? 
Old English 
58) What breed requires exercise to maintain muscle tone and hardness of 
feather? 
    Malays 
59) The Old English Game is thought to be descendants of what other fowl? 
            Ancient fighting cocks 
60) Frizzles are listed in the Standard of Perfection as a breed. True of false? 
                True 
61) What AOSB breed originated from Turkey? 
         Sultans 
62) Why are Old English hens not always the best choice as mothers? 
         They are aggressive and defensive 
63) Hens and cocks in the old English breed should be dubbed before they 
are 1 year old. True or false 
       False, hens are not dubbed 
 
                
 
 
 


